To keep all British Council students and staff safe, the British Council has implemented Covid Safe measures focused on checks, hygiene, social distancing and masks. We expect all students, parents and visitors to comply with requests and to treat our security team, cleaning staff and others involved in maintaining a safe environment with respect. We look forward to welcoming you and your child back and thank you in advance for your support in helping us maintain a safe and enjoyable learning environment.

Please remember

- To bring and wear student and parent IDs
- To bring your child’s notebook and magazine every week and all stationary (pens, pencils, ruler, sharpner, pencil case– no sharing of stationary will be allowed
- To provide your child with a drink and/or snack if required – Café facilities and the coffee service are not in operation at this time
- To provide your child with water – we are unable to provide public drinking water stations at present
- To bring and wear a face covering/mask at all times and to ensure your child has a mask and is used to wearing it

What to expect on your return to the British Council Teaching Centre

1. On arrival, you and your child may need to queue for a short while outside for entry to the security and health check point. Please use the yellow markings to ensure you maintain social distancing. Please note, you will not be allowed into the compound until 10 minutes before your class is due to start. Classes have staggered start times to reduce inconvenience and contact.

2. Our security team will take the temperature of every person entering the premises and provide hand sanitiser before accessing the security check point. However, no more than 1 person accompanying a child will be allowed in. Please do not bring other children or family members

3. Once you have entered the compound, please head towards the patio area and use the markings to help you socially distance while waiting. Please avoid entering reception unless you need the toilet facilities.

4. Access to classrooms will be from the patio area only. The teacher will advise when the classroom is ready.

5. Classrooms will be cleaned thoroughly between each group and be ventilated. In class, there will be one desk, one person and movement will be limited. Doors to the outside will remain open throughout. Initially, there will be a maximum of 8 students per class.
6. Additional sanitising points will be provided outside the classrooms and both hand-sanitiser, tissue and alcohol cleaner will be available inside the class for use as required.

7. Students will be asked to leave the class for 10 minutes during the class to allow further ventilation and fresh air and take a break. The teacher may take students outside for other activities where suitable.

8. To access the toilet facilities, students will leave their class through the patio and return to the reception area, maintaining social distancing throughout. There is a dedicated cleaner for the toilet area to ensure continuous cleaning and other staff will be available for support if required.

9. Our teachers have undergone training in how to adapt their classes for social distancing and mask wearing, whilst keeping the lessons communicative. However, please do be prepared for the classroom experience to be a little different than before.

10. When collecting your child, please ensure they have all their belongings. Any lost property will be disposed of immediately. Please leave the premises immediately to avoid contact with other groups of students.
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አስተካክት

1. የወድመማሪያማእከልሲደርሱልጅዎእናእርስዎወደደኅንነትእናጤናፍተሻለመድረስከቅጥርግቢውውጭለአጭርጊዜበሰልፍመቆምያስፈልግዎትይሆናል፡፡እባክዎማህበራዊርቀትንለመጠበቅቢጫመስመሮችንጠብቀውይቁሙ።ትምህርትመግቢያሰአቶችንበማራራቅየአካልቅርርብንየመቀነስጥረትንለማረጋገጥእባክዎ፣ትምህርትከመጀመሩ10ደቂቃበፊትወደግቢውእንዲገቡአይፈቀድልዎትም
2. የደህንነት የወደ ያለው የእምራ እንዲጠበቂ የሚከተሱት ያለው ያስጠየቁ የመግለፅ እጥቃና ያስጠበቂ ያደረጉአል፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ይደረጉ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያለው ይደረጉአል፡፡

3. እንወገወ የድርና እንድ ከሰው ያስጠበቂ የሚከተሉት ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

4. የመሻር ከወደ ይህ ወደ ሕሉ የሚያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

5. የመሻር ከወደ ያስጠየቁ ከወክ ያላው የሚያም፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

6. የመሻር ከወደ ያስጠየቁ ከወክ ያላው የሚያም፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

7. የመሻር ከወደ ያስጠየቁ ከወክ ያላው የሚያም፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

8. የመሻር ከወደ ያስጠየቁ ከወክ ያላው የሚያም፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

9. የመሻር ከወደ ያስጠየቁ ከወክ ያላው የሚያም፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡

10. የመሻር ከወደ ያስጠየቁ ከወክ ያላው የሚያም፡፡ምያም፡፡ ከወክ ያላው ያስጠየቁ ያልቻ ያስጠየቁ ያለው ያስጠየቁ ያደረጉአል፡፡